The Black Woman, Original Woman:
By

Messenger Elijah Muhammad
The Woman is the natural producer of nations. She is more precious than
a treasured black pearl, found deep within the Oceans waters. It is a most
happy diver, who discovers such a rare example of art and wealth, and
beauty; however there are no comparison of the black woman with gold
of the mines, and pearls of the sea...Gold and precious pearls are
discovered; they yet exist but the knowledge Is not known to so many of
of us, all praise is due to the Almighty God, Allah; In the manner in
which I compare the gold and pearl to me, and the Discoverer, Almighty
God, Allah.

The Original Woman
The original woman is the Asiatic black woman. Mother of Civilization, Queen of the Planet earth. the most
prized possession of Allah. The most beautiful of the completion of Allah's creation.

Man and Woman
It is a biological fact, man has forty-eight (48) chromosomes. Chromo - meaning coloring, and some meaning bodies or agents, which being joined to the female ovum, make up the anatomy and physiology of
mankind. They are listed as (46) plus one (X) and one (Y)
factor. In that the female has two of the (X) factors instead of
one (X) and one (Y), the factor standing for the masculine (Y),
and the factor standing for the feminine, (X). Therefore, male
reads on a the biological scale, (46XY) and female reads,
(46XX), thus the make is the positive man, and the female is the
negative man. However, in child birth - if the (Y) factor predominates over the (X) factor, then the child will be a boy.
Conversely, if the (X) factor pre-dominates, it will be a girl.
Also since man possesses both the (X) and (Y) factors, his
nature is the positive one, and the female possessing only the
(X) factor, is the negative. In science which is the study of natures laws, we find that all matter is composed
of atoms; and the atoms are primarily composed of two (2) charges of electrical energy. One positive, and the
other negative. And with just the (46XY)(positive), and the (46XX) (negative), the difference is that the
positive charge and negative charge making up the center or nucleus of the atom is inhabited by the negative
charge alone.

Life:
(One hundred and twenty Degrees)
Life and substances are one and the same, one and forever inseparable but different aspects however, of the
one reality; Life is a positive Electricity substance; negative life is a dynamic static.
Life is activity or spirit; and substance is form or matter; life is the father and begets, substance is the mother
and conceives. In addition to these two aspects of life and substance, there is still a third; life is a potential
activity and need's a field of operation.
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